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About This Game

Mervils is an open world RPG platformer built specifically for third-person VR

Your story begins in the picturesque Mervil countryside with your good friend "Merlyn the Blue". Merlyn is an ancient wizard of
the time and foresee's the resurrection of a great enemy. He fears it is the return of the Dark Lord, “Balazar”.

Armed with a few coins and a great Mervil sword, you embark on your journey. Throughout the five vibrant worlds you meet
Mervils, Wizards, and ghosts of the past that tell stories of the power found within The Great Mervil Book.

Only a fool-hardy Mervil would set-out on such a forsaken quest to defeat"Balazar the Evil". Will you be cunning enough to find
the pages of the Great Mervil Book and have the power to stop Balazar's imminent attack? The task will not be an easy one! The

pages are scattered in the darkest depths of the Mervil Kingdom and "Balazar's" enemies are on the hunt. It's up to you, the
bravest hero in all the lands to rebind the pages of The Great Mervil Book and save the Kingdom from "Balazar's" destruction!
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Features

 Upgrade your armor! Your adventurer begins the journey with a simple sword, no armor, and merely a few coins, but
the Mervil Armory is filled with helmets, bracers, pauldrons, axes, and swords to help defeat your enemies!

 Learn the stories of old. The Mervil Kingdom has been in existence for thousands of years and the local villagers
know the lay of land better than any other. Their stories and quests will light the way through the darkest corners of the
Mervil worlds.

 Catapults, Ballistas, and Cannons! Your sword is not the only weapon in the lands, find hidden catapults and ballistas
to destroy Balazar's enemies and seek out cannons to fly high through the Mervil skies!

 Travel by Rail, Ice, and Sea! Balazar's attack is imminent and you'll need to find quicker ways to travel across the
lands. Along the way you will find a Mine Cart, a Sleigh at the top of an icy tundra, and a Pirate Ship in Crystal Bay. Be
wary though, travelling at great speed comes with great consequences!

 Put your mind to the test, literally! Throughout your journey you will find puzzles designed specially for VR, use
your mind to unlock hidden treasure, to navigate through complex labyrinths and even to balance on a tight rope
thousands of feet in the air!

 Relax in the Mervil Countryside. Your quest is not all battles and puzzles, take your time and talk to the local
fishermen, roast marshmallows late at night by the fire, and take in the waves along the coast of Paradise Cove.

 Enjoy a jolly Celtic melody throughout. Mervils love their music and you'll find each village playing their own Celtic
tune as you progress through the worlds!

 The game can be played "Roomscale" with Motion controllers or "sitting/standing" with a gamepad on the
HTC Vive or Oculus Rift.

 Play comfortably! Choose from a "Blink", smooth follow, or custom camera mode.
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Title: Mervils: A VR Adventure
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
VitruviusVR
Publisher:
VitruviusVR
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 770 OR AMD Radeon R9 280X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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I would happily pay for this game to not show up in my library.. Originally I did not recommend this for people to buy on day
one because in the description it said that ALOT of the items in the pack would be released at a later date, which made no sense.
However it seems that Capcom changed their minds since this Pack was uploaded to the store this morning. The only thing that
still wont be available in the premiere pack until an undetermined amount of time will be the "Ring Of Power" which i still find
extremely annoying but atleast they decided to release the other stuff they originally were going to make us wait for.
 Akumas CPT costume isnt bad but i feel that its missing something and feels very generic and not too special.
Sakuras CPT costume is great.
Also the Shiny Gold and Black EX 05 colors look amazing and im glad that capcom finally decided to give us PC players the
CPT colors since they made them PS4 exclusives in the last two CPT Premier packs.

Is it worth the money as a whole? Yes
Do i wish everything was ready on the Premier Pass' release date? Also yes...
I hope ROP is ready VERY soon since thats actually the entire reason I bought the pass.. The U.S. Army is the most powerful
ground force in the entire world. The backbone of a ground invasion is the U.S. Army Infantry, and in the midst of combat,
their skills, courage, and teamwork are put to the test.

While readiness continues to be the U.S. Army's top priority, how it goes about its business is changing. Full Spectrum Warrior
began as a training aid for the U.S. Army to reinforce Army doctrine and team effort within the troops. It is the most realistic
portrayal of Infantry-level urban warfare via unique tactical action gameplay. Players become the Squad Leader, commanding
Alpha and Bravo squads. There is potential for danger down every alley, behind every window. Watch those angles folks, we've
got a job to do here. Hooah!

- Unique combination of tactical and action gameplay.
- Authentic implementation of U.S. Army Infantry doctrine.
- Simple control scheme lets you command eight soldiers in real time.
- Squad equipment reflects real weaponry and equipment currently in use by the U.S. Army.
- Immersive urban environments with danger around every corner.
- 2-player co-op, each player controls one fire team.
- Includes 2 exclusive bonus levels not available on Xbox.. This is not a fun game at all. Don't waste your money.
. This may well be my favorite Crankage Game out right now. I like it so you have to too.. I'm having a lot of fun with this
game! It's fun and it looks great! Would be better with an ingame tutorial and some tips poping up when you hoover over things
;)

See my gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6B2Xv88XjXs&t=25s. Turn back and look for somthing else. Theres not much in the game
and whats there is not worth the buy in. Devs quit or something.. I've only played this game for 24 minutes as of writing this
review, but I've grasped the concept and am certain that I've experienced everything.

The Good
* Cute artstyle
* Unique control scheme
* Easy to learn, hard to master
* 50 levels
* Low price
* Survival mode that extends your playtime
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The Bad
* Some achievements are pretty grindy, like buying all of the helicopters
* The hitbox seems to slightly bigger than the helicopter itself actually is.

It's a fun, cheap game. No regrets. I'll be playing this for a few hours in total most likely
Overall
6/10
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A small and casual game that's both fun and annoying, making you look both smart and dumb. Got this for less than a
dollar/euro in a bundle, lucky me.. i am a big fan of multiplayer rts games, and cannot recommend this game.....NOBODY
EVER ONLINE!!!!!! EVER!!! So if you buy this game, consider it a single player only. Damn shame cause i thing it would be a
good multiplayer rts game.. oke banget, hide and seek future. All the game issues still exist for so many years and koei never do
something, so what can we do?. This games controls suck, and even if they worked, the game would probably still be trash
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